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I. INTRODUCTION 

Let be defined a general linear transport (I-transport) 

on the differentiable manifold M , 1. e., to any curve ')': J ➔M, 

J is a nondegenerate IR-interval, there corresponds a map 

I~_,.~ :T;y/:( (M)~T:,1
1

{M}) where x,1JE.'({T) 

and r:7/x (M) is the set of tens ors of the type ( f) at x 
on M having the properties describod in [5]. Let also M be 

endowed with a metric, i.e., a nondegenerate, symmetric bilinear 

mapping Jx: T" {M J x 7\ (M) ~ r~olx (M),where x. EM, Tx{M)= 
:= T~ o /=<.{M) and X is a Cartesian product sign so that the 

scalar product of Ax, Bx E 7\_. lt1} is A-,c. •Bx ==Jx {A:c, Bx). 
Eefi!E;ll2.!Lhl• The I-transport and the metric will be 

called consistent (resp. along the curve r: T ~ M ) if the 

I-transport preserves the scalar products of the vectors along 

any curve (resp. along '( ), i.e., if the scalar product of 

Ax 1 Bx: ET ,c (M)' X(: r{T) is equal to the scalar product of the 

vectors obtained from them by means of an I-transport along 

y : .T ~ l'1 to any point ';/ e O l J) 

(1.1) 

Important examples of transports along curves consistent 

with some metric are the paraILel and Fermi-Walker transports 

which are consistent with the Riemannian metric (defining them). 

This result has been proved, e.g., in [2,7] (see also below 

Sec.J). 
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It can be shown that in physics the concept for consistency 

of I-transports with metrics naturally appears when investigating 
the relative energy of two point particles (cf.[7]). 

The aim of this pa.per, which is an extended version with 

proofs of [6], is to consider some necessary and/or sufficient 

conditions for consistency of I-transports and metrics. The re

sults and their proofs a.re constructive, so they may find 

practical usage when working on that problem. Moreover, impor

tant results concerning the general structure of I- and S-trans

po~ts of vectors a.re obtained. 

In Sec. 2 the general case of I-transports is investigated. 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for their consistency with 

metrics are proved. All metrics (resp. I-transpor·t) consistent 

with a given I-transport (resp. metric) are obtained. Sec.J is 

devoted to a special case of S-transports. Here, the same prob

lems as in Sec. 2 a.re considered but for the case of S-transports 

with specific and effective methods. Sec.4 contains some conclu

ding 1·emarks concerning one possible generalization of the 

problems studied in the present article. 

2. GENER.AL CASE 

Let us fix some basis f E, tx) J in 'T'x {M} • Because of 

(see [5]) T{__,.1 £,{x) E T1f~)7 :X.,:J E '({ J"') there exist 

uniquely defined functions H~ j ( :J., X; r) which are com-

ponents of a_two-point tensor from 1"7~ r/;fM}® T:0 /x {M} 
such that 

(2.1) 
a . . 

Ix➔,EJ°fxJ= H:i {J;x;rJE1 l1.1J, 
where henceforth in our text all latin indices run from 1 to 

n ;= dimt,'/ and summation from 1 ton over the indices repeated 
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on different levels is understood. Let H t7)x;r) := 

~=/IH~J{J,.:t;1)/I . From the basic properties of the I-trans

port (see [5]) it is not diffJ.cult to derive the equalities 

(2. 2) 

(2.J) 

H{x,x;t}:-::.1., xr:{{T), 

H (z):ij r) = H {z11;r)HtY1x.,r)' x,i;, z e {{ J), 

The components of the metric J,c in {£,-(:(}J are 

lJ:r)ij :-.: 'Jx (£1(:c), E;tx)}. Let <::(:c};= ii (Jx )f;/1, 

!:r:.Q.I!.2.siti2B.2.:.k The metric and the I-transport are 

consistent if and only if 

(2.4) 6-{xJ-=-H7'{t,x;r) r;t:;}HtJ,Xj(}, x,je:({J")) 

where the superscript 'T' means transposition of tlle matrices 

Ce 8 (H ·~ . .. J)'_; ==HJ.°· l· .. ) (/ r.t:cJ)- - =={C-tx.J) ·• =-(9 ) ·. = 1q) .. J • • {. { J tr (J Jt <7':X j( vx ti , 

Proof. Let A-x, Bx € Tx {M} so that ffx -=-fl~ E;{x} and 

Bx=B~ EjlX) • From the linearity of the metric and the I-trans-

port there follow 

(2.5) 

(2,6) 

;/( (-,4", Bx)-= A~ Bt Jx ( E;tx), E;txJ) = Ai B.{ {)"' );; , 

I[➔, Ax= (H!Jt;lx;o) A;-) E;tJ). 

Taking into account tlle arbi tra.riness of ff~ and B{ and 

using (2~,5) and (2. 6) we see that (1.1) is equivalent to 

(2.4) r:x h; = H\·01,x;rJtJJJu H:it,,x;r) 
which is simply the matrix eq .(2.4) but written in a component 

form. 
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Due to the deptmdence on two points X and j eq. (2.4) 

seems to be complicated but by means of the following lemma it can 

be put into an equivalent form depending only on cue point. 

Le!!!!!!~b..1• The matrix function H{3,x,!) obeys eqs. (2.2) 

and (2.J) iff there exists a nondegenerate matrix function 

Ftx;r) such that 

-1 . 
c2.1) Ht1 1 x;r)=F (#;rJF/xjr), x,;e:0tTJ) 

where F-
1,;;r) means the imrerse matrix of F {l ;f). -

.!!fil1!fil.~~ It can be proved that the functions H~j (J,x;r) 
define by (2.6) an I-transport of the vectors iff the matrix 

H IJ,x;r) can be put in the form (2.7) in which F(x;r) satis

fies the condition F{Xj,J''):::D(r,r1F(xj(), where Xe('lJ'l=({T')J 

d': 1 
is the restriction of f on any subinterval J 1

C J 
and Dtr,r') is independent ofx nondegenerd.te mailrix (see (2.9)). 
This condition for F Ylill be assumed bel01v. 

Proof. If (2.7) is true, then evidently (2.2) and (2.J) 

are satisfied. On the opposite, let (2.2) and (2.J) bo valid. 

Hence, for Z=X there follows 

(2.s) H-1
{-x ,J;"i') = H {~ ,x iO), 

so (2.J) is equivalent to 

Ht:z ,x'if)-==-H-1(:J,z;o) Hl~,x;r). 
Let X 0 be some fixed point from ({J/ and F{X;Jt=H{Xc/XjJ"}, 
then for ~=~o we get (2. 7) from the last equation. 

Remark. As consequence of the proof of lemma 2.1 (see also 

(2.J)) we see that tho appearing in (2.7) function Fis defined 

within a constant nondegenerate left multiplier, i.e., if for 

some Fo we have Ht,,x;r}=f=o-1(f};f/Fo(x;r} ' then any other 

function F for which (2.7) holds is obtained by the formula 

4-
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(.2 .9) F(x;rl=DFo(:x;f}' xGrtT), O=Orr}, 

where D =Dir/ is some con:;td.llt (along r) nonaegener;;.te ma.trix. 
(Here .md below by a constant matrix we unaerstand·an indepen
aent of XE ({JJ matrix which mc,.y depend on ( , but the argument 
y, will not oe written explicitly.) 

ProposilliLl•2• Tiio metric and the I transport are 

consistent iff 

(2.IO) 
-t )7' -1 T j ( F {x;rl Gtx) F {x;rJ = C, xert 7) 1 C =C {::Cl(/ , 

where C is a constant, nondogenorate and symmetric ( CT= C ) 

matrix and F defines the given I-transp111rt by means of C 2. 7). 

Pr22f:. Substituting (2.7) into (2.4) andmultiplying the 

so-obtained equality by ( F-1 (,c; y) )'f' from the left and by 

F.1(x; r} from the right, we see that by_proposition 2.1 

the metric and the I-transport are consistent iff 

(2.11) (F-1lx;r))'1' G(xJF-1tx;f/= ( F-1{J;f)}rp C.lj )F-1{J;t) 

for every X,J<= ({7} . If the metric and the I-transport are 

consistent, then putting here ~=:Jo for some fixed lo t: ({J"} 

and C=-C(r/1:::{F-/7,;T)J" G.{]0 } p-1{,0 j r) vre obtain (2.Io). Tiie 

symmetry of C is a corollary from its definition. On the 

opposite, if (2.IO) holds, then (2.11) is obviously valid but 

it is eqllivalent to (2.4). In this way we see that eqs.(2.4) and 

(2.11) are eqllivalent, 
1

1.e.,propositions 2.1 and 2.2 are eqlli

valent, the former being already proved. 

As a direct consequence of proposition 2.2 we derive 

~212osi tion 2. J. Let some I-transpo:rt be fixed ~n M and 

F defines it by82_. (2.7). Tiien, all consistent with it metrics 

along r: j ~M are obtained by the equality 
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(2.12) G{x;r]=F'1'(,cj()C F{Xj() J X t:ol:T} I C'= C {=Cfr/} J 

where l'=C(r}is nondegenerate, symmetric and inc.ependent of X 

matrix. That is,a -given metric is consistent with the fixed 

I-transport iff there exists a constant symmetric matrix C 

fo·r which (2.12) holds. 

Evidently, the transformation .F ~oF of F (see (2.9)) 

implies the change C 1-+0TlD of the matrix C appearing in 

(2.10) ! 

(2.13) F~Di= ~ c~ orcD. 

Let on M be given a metric and a consistent with it 

I-transport described in {E,·(XJf by the matrices G-{x.) and 

Fo {x;r) (see (2.1),(2.1),(2.9)), respectively. Due to (2.Io) 

we have {F0--1{xjf))'7' G-{x)F0-i.{x;(} = Co for some constant 

~ matrix Ci,=(, <r J=(Jnue to the symmetry of Cc there exists an 

orthogonal matrix D0 such that V[C0 00 is a constant diagonal 

matrix [1] . Then, (see (2.9) and (2.1J)) the matrix F(x; (} ·. = 

;= [)0 F0 {Xjq) describes the same I-transport and due to the 

last equation it satisfies (2.Io) for C-=P!Co o" , 1. e., one 

can choose F in (2.IO) in such a way that C is a diagonal 

which means that G(x} can be transformed to one and the some 

independent of X diagonal-form by transformation of the type 

D'l'{x}C-(x)O(x) for some nondegenerate matrix Dtx) . But 
T 

because of G lx)= G-[x) there exists an orthogonal matrix 01 {:x.} 

such that D;'tx)G{x)/)1{x) =tlt'a.;{:J,tx/r··,J,ntx.J), J,1,cJ-:f-O being 

the eigenvalues of G-{x} [ JJ. Here of and from the inertia lav, of 

Jacobi-Sylvester [l] it follows that the number p of positive 

and the number 'j l= -n-p) of negative eigenvalues of G-lx) 
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(i.e., of the metric) are equal to the numbers of positive and 

negative, respecti-rely, diagonal elements of Or,_x/6-tx}O {X) = 

:const, and con:iequently, they do not depend on X t; M·. . 
On the opposite, let on M be defined a metric for ·which 

the numbers p and 1 (=11-p) are indepenrlent of the points of 
r'i' . M • From v- {x) = 6-{X/ the exist once of an orthogonal matrix 

'T' . • -o, /1) follows such that o, (x J G-(x) o; {XI=«.,/, {J, '"'r. ·,/,,, (X)} 71/txJj () 

befog the eigenvalues of G-{.x} [1]. Let D2. {;11.J:= "-'q_q (tlr;.7i,x1/ ----- ~ ' ) 

7 •• ·, t.lilJ,,,txJI). a.nd l)txJ,= D1 1x)D 2 tx/ 
Then, ortx/6-lx/ D {x)-= ,1,c-~ (II) • •. It.,,) ' where f' of the 

numbers lt, -· .,t.,, are equal to +l and the others 1 :?r-1' 
are equal to -1. So from proposition 2.2 for C=J-·,u,, ... ,E,,} 

v,e infer that the defined by (2.1) for F cx;r): ,r'txJ,i:Ert7} 
I-transport is consi:Jtent with the given metric. Thus, we have 

proved the following important result. 

· !1.~2,§1tion '2.4. Ii necessary ·and sufficient condition for 

the existence of an I-transport consistent with a given metric 

is the independmce of the number of positive (or negative: 

.,...~ 6-txl:11) eigenvalltes of the metric (i.e. of •the matrix 

(;,. (X}} of the point of the manifolc. at which they nre evalua-

ted (i.e. l)f X G f'/ ). 
Proposition~ Let on M be fixed a metric for which the 

numbers p and f=?!-f of its positive and negative, respecti

vely, eigenvalues do not depend on the point of M at which they 

are evaluated and the basis { ci {'X) J be chosen in such ,. way 

that the first f eigenvalues of the matrix G-(x/ defining the 

metric in it (see (2.5)) be positive (see below (2.16)). Then 

a given I-transport is consistent with this metric if and only 
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if it is defined by ( 2. 7) in which the matrix F {'X; Y) 

fonn 

(2.14) F (:x;(): Y Z (Xi() D _,{x} , 

has the 

where Y= Y{l/is a constant nondegenerate matrix, Z (x; (} is a 

pseudo-orthogonal matrix of the type {fJ1} {Z{Xj(}(:0{fJ7J}, 
1. e. 

(2.15) z '[1(x;rJGr,r Z fx;r}= G,, 1 r=il·"J (~,~1rr .. ,-! ) , 
l'-timf!s 'I-times 

and Ofx} is any fixed matrix such that 

c2.16) . D"txJ GC-"JOtxJ = c,,1 , 

In other words, all I-transports consistent with the given metric 

are defined by (2. 7), in which the matrix F {x;r} has the form 

(2.14). 

~~rk!. The case, when in some basis not all the first 

eigenvalues of G{:c) a1·e positive, is obtained f1"0m the above 

case by transformation (renumbering) of the basis f E,{xJt. 

P!£~ To prove the necessity we have in fact to solve eq. 

(2.Io) with respect to F{x;rJ. '.r'rom the choice of f E,txJJ 

G7'{;c) = G{x} and the independence of p and 1 of X 

there follows the existence of O {XJ satisfying (2.16) (e.g., 

one can put /)(x) ::.1).1 {x}02 {x) where 1)1 and Oz are defined 

in the proof of proposition 2.4). Let Ftx;r)=:F,tx;rJo-11-x.J 
and X

6 
be a fixed point from '({ 7) • llien, from (2.Io) and 

from the constantcy of C , we get 

{F,-1tx;¥J)'i1 G,,r F,-1{x;0J=C-={F,-1txc:r))1' G,, 1F,-1{xo;f). 
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Putting here F,tx;rl== yz {x;(}) where Y=Yly}::f(x#;rJ, 
we see that -Z('JC;(} obeys (2.15), i.e. Fix;(} has the :form 

(2.14) • 

llie·sufficiency is evi~ent: if_(2.14) is valid, then (2.Io) 

is satisfied for C =( y-1 )'1' Gr,f y-.t and by proposition 2. 2 

the I-transport and the metric are consistent. 

At the end of this section we shall investigate the problem 

w~en for a given I-transport there are metrios globally 

consistent with it (cf. proposition 2.J). 

If a given I-transport is consistent with a globally defi

ned metric (i.e. if (l.l) holds for any x1; and J' ), then 

due to proposition 2.5 the function F defining it by (2.1) has 

the form (2.14). So (2.14) is a necessary condition for the 

existence of a globally defined metrics consistent with the 

I-transport. But this condition is not sufficient in a sense that 

not all metrics defined by I-transports for which (2.14) holds 

(for Z satisfying (2.15) for some p and 'J J P+f, -='11 

and arbitrary nondegenerate matrix OcxJ} are globally defined, 

i.e., there are F of the type (2.14) such that G(Xj/'} (see 

(2.12)) depends on I . In fact, let (2.14) ho~d for a~bitrary 

Y and O{r} (i.e., .detY-detD{x}-::;O ) and Z satisfy 

(2.15) for some p and f . Substituting (2.14) into. (2.12), we 

get 

(2.17) G-{'x:;rJ={P-J(xJJ7'Z7'r:x:;rJY~ YZ {JC;()D-1{x}, C
7
:C.:C{r}, Y== YtrJ. 

Evidently, a necessary and suffioi.ent condition for the 

independence of (;.{Xjf) of r is the existence of a symmetric 

nondegenerate matrix {l {X} depending only on XE f1 such 

that 
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(2.18) 
? y? ~ Z {x;l} C YZtx;rJ= {l(x},.0 {xJ=-Q,{-xJ. 

For example, if y'P C Y -= G-fJ1 then due to (2.15) vre have 

Q {:X} = G f,'f • If (2.18) is valid, then 

(2.19) (;. {x; r) = G-t-x) = {IF1{x)} V1 Q {x) o-.trx) 

does not depend on r • 
Equality (2.18) means that Z is a soluUon of 

(2. 18 1 ) ( z·-J.[x;o/} 'P 0 {x) Z-1x; r) = y'l' Cy°. 

Thus by the proof of proposition 2.5 it follows 

(2.20) z {x;r) = Yo Zo (x;rJ D;1{x}) 

where Yo is a constant nondegenerate mat~·ix, /)0 (x) is any 

fixed matrix such that P/'{x) (}{x){)
0

{X}=C-r s . . for so~e inte
. . . ' . 

gers r,s 3 0 , rts::::17 ( r is the number of positive 
7 -,," 

eigenvalues of yrc y ) and Zo {7l; r). is a pseudo orthogonal 

matrix of the_ type (r, s) (i.e., it sati_sfies (2.15) for p = r 

and 1=s ). 
From the above results we derive 

E~2.§it:h9_!L2.6. Let for some I-transport (2.14) hold for 

Y and O {x) being nondegenerate matrices and Z (X; (} being 

a :pseudo-orthogonal matrix of type {f 1 y) J f' t 7 = 71 • T:hen, 

the metric (2.12) does not depen'.d .on 4 if Z {,c;r) has the 

form (2. 20) for some nondegenerate matrices Yo and /)0 {'z} 
and Zo{x;r/ being a pseudoorthogonal matrix of type (:r,s), 

r+ S' ='17 , where r and s are the numbers of positive and 

IO 

... 

.. 

.... 

I 
Y> 

negative, respectively, eigenvalues of y'l'c Y . In this case 

the metl.'ic in. / £,(,c) f is given by (2.19) for Cl {JC.) = 
=-{O;J.{xJ/P6-Tjs p;1(x) and has r ts) positive (negative) eigenvalues. 

J. 'l'HE CASE OF s-·:rnAHSPORTS 

As the S-transports [4] are a·special case of the general 

I-transport [5] all the preceding results for them are valid. The 

aim of this section is to consider with adequate methods some 

specific for the S-transports conditions for their consistency 

w1 th metrics. 

Let (for the corres1ronding definitions see C4J) Y: T-+M 
be ct Ct-curve, 1'!1 lM) be the set of te:.isor fields of the 

type {f) on M , Y be ~ C1 vector field defined in some 

neighbourhood of ((:7) , Vrts}:=fts) 1 SE 7 . be the 

tangent to r vector i at r ( s) ( i its} = J r'tsJ/ o{ s J J 

S;i'~11fMJ-,.1'~1lM), S=V1-+Sv , D~{x 
=(Ly-tSy)x ,xEr{J") , '-'v 
along V to be the S-differentiation along y with respect 

S r mP / r;,P - · J 
to V and X ➔f: f ·i" l/1/)----1> I -1/,tM , x,;e rtr] 
be the S-transport a.long ;' ( from X to J ) defined by of . 

B-.r definit,n 1.1 the C1 
metric 3 (: 1'~2 {M) and the 

S-trnnsport Sx➔, are consistent· along r iff 

.. 
be the Lie derivative 

(J.1) :J,.JAx,Bk.)=3,(S[➔/1x,S[➔,BJL), -,.,;t{{l), t#JC,BJC.t:TxlM). 

C
f 

Introducing the contraction operator f over the f - th 

superscript and i- th subscript, we see that 

(J. 2) Jf-A,B) =-(Cf }2 A-@JiJB, '1,8 E 1'~0 {M), 

II 



where © is the tensor product sign. Tal-cine into account 

that S{➔ d l{x)-=. /{x} for any/: f"/"""7{R and the commutativi

ty of S!➔, and c; (see [4], propositions J.6 and J.J) from 

(J.1) and (J.2) we derive 

~oposition J.l. The ( 1 metric j and the S-trans:port 

s:➔, are consistent along y: T ➔M iff 

(J.J) ,, = s:➔, ,,,_ J x,,ert T). 

Due to the definition of an S-transport [4] this results is 

equivalent to 

Prop-0sition J.2. The S-transport defined by.means of an 

$-derivative 0;1x along r: J ➔M is consistent- with the C1 

metric J iff 

(J.4) D.f:J/~ =D?/xJ:c =0 1 x,JG({T). 

Refil.{µ'.JLh This stat~~ent also follows directly from the 

definition of an S-transport and eq. (J.2): if·A and B ·undergo 

S-transport along r·, i.e. if DSA-fx =PSBl:(~o, xO'(T}, . v, V, . 
then due to the commutativity of /)V and C1 (see also 

[4J) the scalar product 3(A,8) undergoes an S-transport along 

r (i.e. DtJ(t1,BJl:x=O) Xc({J")) :I.ff (J.4) is true. 

Remark 2. Eq. (J.4) is useful and effective for practical 

checking the consistency bet.ween S'"'."transports and metrics,· e.g. 

for the Riemannian parallel transport (J.4) is identically sa

tisfied [2,11 : in this case vf1J :0, where vj_l is the 

covariant derivative defined by the Cr:l.stoffel symbols along. 

)CE: r.: (M)in the Riemannian space. 

Let us write (J.4) in terms of local components in some 

(local along g):oordinate basis, {_t~(:C)Jin 'T'.x,(M), 

12 
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We have· (,c=l{s), Sta J", 'dj ==d/dx.'=f=i[x)} 

(LyJ i,cJu = d[< {Jxlc; Vklx +fJxht< 8-V/(/ x +{J,c)l<j~-vt =-

= d. {Jns1J,;/J,s -t (lx }jl< ~- Vk/x ➔ fJx }kj ~-Vkf :t 7 

·csvJfx)ij =-{Sy[x)\(JDC)kj ·-{S'vlx)~j{Jxhl<) 

hereof we get 

(J.5) (D{J Ix Ji j lr:((SJ = ( lvJlx :tSvlx );; '"=ns} ~d(j~,s)J;;Jl 

-t {3ns,)il< (dj YklrhJ -flvlrrs/J~)-+ {Jr,11l; (~i Vkfrts)·-rsv!rt~J)~ J # 

Introducing the matrices . G-{~J == fl CJx}jj /[ = r;.'l'{xj 

and W{xJ,=://"W;;{:r)/1 ~= 11 'r}j v{ Ix - CSvlxJ.(j II we see 

that in {Ei{X} J eq. (J.4) is equivalent to 

(J. 6) d G-(rtsJ) + G-(0/sJ); }V{rtsJJ+ W~rts)}- G-{rtsJ} =O, · 
ds 

1 
. 

E!:opos:l.tion J.l:, Let Ov =Lv t ~v be an S-differen-

t:l.at:l.on which defines the S-t:ransport S~➔:J along the 

C1 -curve r: J ~M . Then, all metrics consistent with this 

S-transport have along q . the form 

(J.7) G(rm)=Y(s>Ja;-W'P)c Y'i'(s)so;-W'l'}, 
'7" 

S, So 6 J) C =CJ 

where C is a constant nondegenerate symmetric ma±rix, 
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Y(s,~o; Z) , Z is a nondegenerate matrix function on J, 

is the fundamental solution i:1,2 J of' the linear matrix differen

tial equation 

(J.aa) ol Y/Js =Z (s) Y 
satisfying the initial condition 

(J.Bb) y{so,~o; Z} = 1J =df'a.) fir- - , 1)7 

i.e., Y=llYi;/1 is the rnatri::ant of the equation ,lx/Js:: 
:. Z {s),c, z:::(x'{sJ,- .. JX 11{s)), and in (J. 7) we have written VI 

instead of \v•(' , i.e. vre have put Wlrtsl}=WM, SEJ, 

~!:!£.:_ Equality (J. 7) is simply the e::::plicit form of eq. 

(J.J) for x:::({Sc) and ':(ts) (note that 

(J.9) G-{Y{Se)}:C}, 

from which thllre follow,s [4 J eq. (J.J) fc,r every x,' C: t( 7/. 
Proof (first version). This proposition is in fact a spe

cial case of proposition 2.J (compare (2.12) and (J.7)). Indeed, 

by.s' oons:!.d ering ~~lej-+(/S) ,f , /I€ f Y(So) {MI as a solution of 

Dy B / '(ts/ ::: O_ 1 B (fSt1} -= /Jr (see [ 4J)one finds (see C 2] and 

the notation of Sec.2) 

(J.IO) IIH~j{ftS.z},rts,J;rl/~ Y{s,,s,; W)) s,,s~~J 
from vrhich because of Y(sj 1 s.z;W-} Y(s~,s,;WJ:: Y{S3,s,;W} 
and Yl>t,S.2jW} :y--'{~,,~,,lv}(see Se~.2 and [2]) there follows 

(3.11) F{({sJ;rJ=D Y(st1,s;W) 'SeJ, 

where S0 is any fixed point from J and D=D(Y}==F{4_{So);() 
is a constant nondegenerate matrix (cf. (2.9)). 
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P:rom Y{s"s2 ;W} = y-1{s.vs1;W}
1 

J. Y¾t~ =-Y-J{'llb) y-1. -
(see [1] , ch.IO, f 2 ) and (J.8) we derive that 

( J. 12) Y{s,so;-W")= Yr{so;s;W), s,,;56 T. 

SubsUtuting (J.11) into (2. i2), taking into account the 

last eq_uality and denoting D'i'C j) simply by C, vre derive (3.7). 

Proof rsecon_o- versi9..n):. One can easily check that (J. 7) 

~LS the general solution of eq. (J,6) with respect to G- satis-

fying the initial condition G{rtsc))= C (cf: [2 r~d [1], 

ch. IO, § 16, exercise 2). So the metric 3 satisfies eq. (J.4) 

iff in { £i(x)] it has the form (J.7). 

Now we want to solve just the opposite problem of the one 

stated in proposition J.J, i.e., we are P,Oing to find all S-trans

ports along a given smooth curve which are consistent with a 

given metric. 

It is not difficult to see that the matrix '\-tf{:t} appearing 

in (J.6) defines in {£-tx)f the action of the S-differentiation 

D~ along r": J ➔M( on any ( 1 
tensor field _'17 ( T~1(M} 

rnt ··· <t and so the S-transport along { • In fact, if ,- .' . (X) 
J-,'""jt . 

are the local components of T at ::t' c rt 7/ , then ,following the 

derivation of (J.5) (see also[4J), we find the local components 
S' -

of DV 1'7 at x = {(s),~(;J: 

(J.13) (D srl Ji,••·t,, 'ri,---(f- 1/ 
y · rtsJ 1~. --Ji = Ol i., ... j, {{{$) 1J,; -

P n - . - . - ~ l W · -{r{s)J '~,··•fq--{u,rt, ... cf (rtsJJ 
L ,,

1
1< J . .. 1 t 

&1,: 1 k=t f i 
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'l, ,,, - . "~ r,, ... ,f + £_. ~ l/"1,. • {Y(sJ) .... - k. ... • {YfsJ}., 
£-:J k=I J, J1 16-1 /i.+1 Jf 

From where (see also (J.8) and [4] ), we get the following expli

cit expression for the components of S[St)--+f{S} T {r,s,J) 
(cf. (J.IO) and (J.7)j 

' . 

( 
f 1\'1 '"'r 

Sns,)-:,f/sl T (rts,)));;1 •.. , ii 
(J.14) p 

- -k~r { J], );,. 4-.. (s, s.; WJJ(Q {e, {s, ,,; -WT)} X 

e ... , 
' L-J 

m k, •• -Ir., 
X I e, ···l:(r{s,,J) J So,H:: J, 

From the above we infer that the problem of finding all 

5-transports consistent along some curve '( with a given metric 

is equivalent to the solution of eq. (J.6) along "( with 

respect to W . 
Proposition J.4. Let r; J ~M be a c1 curve, J be 

a (1 metric (which may be defined only on 4(7} ) represen-

ted in { Ej{X)J by G{x} whose number of positive (or negati-

ve) eigenvalues does not depend on X , D(x} be any fixed 

orthogonal matrix such that [l] 

(J.15) 
~ . r -, 

D 'l'{z} G[x) D(x) = (;.{x};:Jitlj{3/~J, • "JJ,,,tx.J) J () f;rJ=O (:r}, 

where J; [X} I= 0 are the eigenvalues of (;. {z) and 
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-r. d c.trts1J . r. 
(J.16) K~t(sJ):=-D(rtsJ) J.s PlrtsJ}-=-klrM},sf::J. 

Then, all S-transports consistent with the metric J 
are defined in {£,(x}/ by the m:3-trix W°"{,c), X.f:r{7} (see 

(J.14)) which is obtained by the equality 

~ 1'. 
(J.17) 1v/{x)= O{x) {P(x)-t Q(x)G{x)-+R(x})I) (x} = -

=-D(x)(P {:d-t R {xi} D'T7{:t)f ptx)(J(,cJD~xJG{x} 1 

where f is symmetric, Q and I? are skewsymmetric matrices 

(P.,.=P) 01'=-0., R1i'=--R) whose coraponents are: if the values 

of l and .fi: i are such that d/ (it}+ J,;tx/ = 0 , then 

Gj;{x):=0 and R{;lx)i=K,1 {x]/..2.7icx} ·_.;·for~ pair/ 

and j for which Ji{x.)+ Jl,{X:j j O we have P· · {;x}:='· · 
ii .. (J 

;::.ft..i1(x}/t,j{z)-+J;{;<J) and R{j{Xj=-=0 ; the other components of 

P(x} and {l (x/ can be chosen arbitrarily only if the condi

tions p'l':p , ().'1'=-Q and R'P:::-R. are fulfilled. 

~~• It is easy to see that if §;Cx./~,J., {X) =j, 0 
for every { and j (of such a type are all Euclidean metrics), 

then (J.17) can be put in the form 

(J.1a) Wtx) = "\,i,f;{x}+ W.2.{x/ G{x), x.Gg(J'}; 

where °L1&{x)::::-~7t:tJ is an arbitrary skewsymmetric matrix and 

1t/
1
(x}-= W,"{x) is anY fixed symmetric solution of (J. 6) with 

:respect to W, e.g., one can take (see [1 J , ch. 12, j lJ ) 
-100 

(J.19a) ~{x)=:Jce,xf{r;.(x)t}} o/.G(x}(e-%f{~{x)t)}dt, x:({s}, 56J. 

o d.s 
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Evidently, a necessary and ·sufficient condition for the 

existence of the representation (J.1-8) is the exist~nce of a 

symmetric solution W,-=W,7 of eq. (J.6) nith respect tow. 

Using the method, applied below in the proof of proposition J.4, 

one can prove that such a solution exists iff for any pair / 

and J 
and the 

, 
and J 

for which /}; {X/ t J,; {x.) = 0 simultaneously is satisfied 

equality K ii {X/= 0 . If this is the case and such i 
exist, then the integral in the right-hand side of (J.16) 

does not exist[l] and 1{,tx) may be talrnn, e.g., as 

(J.19b) V 1 txJ=/){x}'W;{x)D'i'{x), xG({JI:, 

where the components of 1.r - 'fl ) W D{x):: w;, {;t. are: {W., {x.Jhj == 
: • K1; (x}/(J; txJ-tJ;txJ} ii' i and j are such that J; {X} + 
-t~'J·t1tJ1.0and · (~~0.-· are· arbitrary for anJ · i o.nd j for 

. . (J 
which J;lx)-tJ;{x) = k.;jlx.} =0,. 

Proof. In fa.ct, we have to prove that (J.17) is the general - .. 
solution of eq. (J. 6) \Vith respect to W along f . 

Multiplying (J.6) by /)1'(rM/ from the left and by DtrM) 
from the right, we get 

(J. 20) 0 W -+ W- 177 f = I< 1 
_ __, T' 

where W•= D W D and here, as well as below, we omit the · 

common argument !'IS) of all quantities. 

Due to (J.15) eq. (J.20) in component form reads 

(J.20 1 ) J; Vij t Ji W-;i = Kc j 
(do not sum over l and j ) • 
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Let us first consider all pairs i and J for which J, tJ.: =O. ~ ~ '.I 
For them (J.201

) reduces to :Jf·(kfi,· -- W.· ·}= /(-'J· , so by ~ ~ ~ If,_, f_,, 
using the identity W,·; =f ( W;, ~ lJv✓·iJ--tf{kJ;-; - Wj,} we see 

that :for these pairs eq. (J.20 1 ) defines only the skewsymmetric 

part of "W;; 'i.e., 'Wii =-Pij+R;j t Q,il;; R;;==k;;li;,;== 
=:: -R ·- · the quantities O. · -=f · · bein.,. 

:ft ' l u -1< a 

arbitrary and ()t'./= -G.Ji ::::0, _ , 

Let us now consicle:r: all pairs ( and j for which J;+,J; 10. 
In this case, we define the quantities ~-j =Pii (i.e., the 

remaining components of P=f'P) by J; f;;-+J; P;, = K;j, 
i.e., as a symmetric in t and J solution of (J.20), so 

.P,j == J<,J /{Ji -+Jj)=f j j ~ Then, putting in. (J.20•) We,; :: 
=; f j j + Qi j :J J , we obtain that the only restriction for 0./; 
is to be skewsymmetric, i.e., Gjj=-(].ii . '.l.'hus, we derive 

w(J =f,;-t R i.i + 0.ijJj ~re by definit;_:>n Rj;=-Rj/==O. 
From the above we derive W = f t R + Q, to be the -general solution of (J. 20) with respect to 1t/ . But then 

lif ::.(fi'Pr1vo-.t.=-D W o'P is the same W as it is given by 

(J. 7) and consequently it is the general solution of (J. 6) with 

respect to W • 
4. COMCLUSION 

In the present paper we have investigated from a general 

viewpoint some important problems concerning the task formul~ted 

in Sec.l for consistency of metrics and I-transports (ands_ 

transports as their special case). In our opinion, all this is 

essential in connection with the existing and possible applica

tions of the theory of linear transports of tensors along 

curves. 
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From the standpoint of the theoretical developments of the 

considered in this work ideas we want to pay attention to the 

following problec whose evident special case \Ve have studied in 

the present \'IOrk. 

Let 

(4.1) (A)x: r:~);(M}©···' ® i1~111
11'1lx {M) ~fR) X6M 

be a multilinear Cm-linear) mapping of Iii tensor arguments. \le 
l 

shall say that c,J is consistent with the I-transport Ix➔J 
along r: :r ➔ M I x,; e rt J") if for any tensors 

"'T JC.€ 1"7~"
1
):x. (Hl,i.:=fr--, ~ is satisfied by the equality (cf. (1.1)) 

(4.2) W;,c ( 1fx.,, . . , '111,1,,_)= 

- {I' 1?.. . -r ..,T J . -WJ X➔J x.,••'ilx-1 :x 'J x.,JE'J'{:T). 

Here, for instance, one can state the follol'ring problems: 

to be found neccessary and/or sufficient condition for consistency 

of I-transports and maps W ; to be found all maps tcJ (resp. 

I-transports) which are consistent with a given I-transport 

(resp. a map u) ) and so on. It is not difficult to see that 

all such problems can be iIIVestigated and solved by an evident 

generalization of the developed in the present work methods, but 

this is an item of another article. 

At the end vre want to mention that in some cases the 

following definition may turn out to be useful (cf.Definition 

1.1): 
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~fini ti2.!!_:1.:.h The I-transport Ir and the metric J 
v,111 be can1;a. scalar consistent (resp. along r: J ➔ M ) if 

for any curve r (resp. only ford ) we have 

r { · ,l · r Ir ) 
(4.J) Ix~J JxM.c,Bx)}==J;{I-:r:➔lA:e, -x~JBx 

for every A,c ,8 l':: G V'x {M/} x,; ~ rt J}. 

Let us compare definitions 1.1 and 4.1. 

If f 0 ! r( J")~ fR then due to the linearity of an 
r · ,1 r 

I-transport [5] we have Ix➔J(l',,(xJr~/ofxJJx➔t(i} 
1 

:Xr)c{{J), 
i.e., 

C4.4) I[➔~ fo{x}; lit,Jx.;r}l,(x.}, 

where the two-point scalar function ~{1, x; r) :=If➔; (1) 
uniquely defines the I-transport of scalars. From the basic 

properties of the I-transport [5] one can easily derive that. 

(cf. (2.2) and (2.J)) 

(4.5) /t(x,x:;f)=.f, xG({7), 

(4.6) h (z,x;Y)=h {z,~;J")tf/JJXj1) 1 X.1 j,Z6J"{7) 

from where there follows (see Lemma 2.1 and its proof,, where one 

has to write fa for H and ./ for F ) 
Lemma 4.1. 'L'he function h {:Jx;;) defines an I-transport 

of the scalars along y iff there exist Ir: Y(J")-,,{R\ {0/ 
which may depend on y , such that 

(4.7) I, 11, x ;tJ ==/{:c;tJlll:J;r), /(:c;r)=-=-t,t-x:J) ~,JGi'/7), 

This result along with (4.4) shows that (4.J) is equivalent 

to 
(4.a) /fx;r)Jx{-Ax,B:x:)-:::1'(3;1)3,CJf➔, Ax,If ➔Y 8,c) 
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and hence we derive the searching connection between the defini

tions 1.1 and 4,1 in the form of 

!'.r.2.lli!l!it !2.H...1!.l. -r If the metric !} and the I-transport 1 

are scalar consistent (may be along ;y ), then the metric 

j:=: -1-J and the r I-transport I are consistent (resp. 

along () and on the opposite, if the metric J and the I-

transport 

!}::L.J 
- ,e 

I" are consistent (resp. alone r ), then the metrtc 

and the I-transport I' are scalar consistent 

(resp,, along f ) . 

T'nis proposition shows that any result concerning the 

consistency between metrics a.>Jd I-transrorts may be put into 

an equivalent for1a concernine the scalar consistency between 

others but equivalent to the initial metrics and the same 

I-transports and vice versa, 

Evidently, the concepts of consistency and scalar consistency 

between metrics and I-transports coincide if and only if 

1-it~)x;r)=l. or equivalently iff Ir-::. const GIK \{Of ( i.e., 

fr(r{7)}=C(J'/ where C(i')f/R\fOj may depend only on a ), It is 

important to note that due to proposition J,6 from [4J this 

condition is satisfied for any S-transport, but the opposite 

statement is not true (see, e.e,, Proposition J,2 from [5]). 
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